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Researchers have developed a new assessment tool to predict the risk of chemotherapy toxicity in older patients with early-stage breast cancer. Allison Magnuson, DO, of the University of Rochester ...
Allison Magnuson, MD, on Predicting Chemotoxicity in Older Breast Cancer Patients
It would not be an overreach to say that in India as in many parts of the world, it is the children who were the first victims ...
Regression in Learning: The High Cost of COVID-19 for India’s Children
This high-tech data crunch has become increasingly common in higher education, too. Colleges and universities are facing mounting pressure to raise completion rates and have embraced predictive ...
Big Data on Campus
Objective: Weather extremes are increasing with climate change and associated with higher morbidity and mortality. Promotion of social connections is an emerging area of research ...
Keeping Each Other Safe: Who Checks on Their Neighbors During Weather Extremes in Summer and Winter?
Deepening the reform of insurance companies and improving commercial insurance protection capabilities become issues important to national strategy. They involve improving China's multi-tiered social ...
Does the Development of the Insurance Industry Promote the Purchase of Rural Commercial Health Insurance?
Vaccines are the most effective strategy to safeguard against COVID−19 and it is crucial to assess community acceptance of COVID-19 vaccination. This exploratory study aimed to assess the attitude of ...
Assessing Attitude Toward COVID-19 Vaccination in South Korea
Regression to the geometric position is also added ... the performance of the model is significantly influenced by sampling strategies employed for selecting associated points. This paper proposes a ...
Spatial position constraint for unsupervised learning of speech representations
We used multivariate regression models to determine the conditional ... used 2 codes for psoriatic arthritis and a therapy. This strategy leads to a higher positive predictive value for a true ...
Association of Physician Specialty With Psoriatic Arthritis Treatment and Costs
These transcriptomic characterizations of anti-TNF resistance have yet to translate into effective strategies for overcoming ... proteomics from IBD mouse models to patients, which we call ...
An interspecies translation model implicates integrin signaling in infliximab-resistant inflammatory bowel disease
Advocates helping Atlanta area immigrants get vaccinated use mobile vaccination sites to bring information and vaccines to the places that immigrants frequent ...
‘Time is of the essence’: Push to vaccinate immigrants presses on
In a multivariable Cox regression model, the hazard ratio for death from ... risk stratification and for the targeting of treatment strategies, a multimarker strategy has become increasingly ...
N-Terminal Pro–B-Type Natriuretic Peptide and Long-Term Mortality in Stable Coronary Heart Disease
We estimated the impact of individual eligibility criteria using an ordinary least squares linear regression model, with the ... that include such strategies as risk-based targeting and ...
Eligibility For And Enrollment In Medicare Part D Medication Therapy Management Programs Varies By Plan Sponsor
The basic model has proven successful for the district ... emotional skills also trailing by several months. Parents report regression and a lack of engagement from learners, particularly those ...
School's in for summer: District focuses on at-risk students to manage COVID academic slide
has emerged as a powerful strategy for cancer therapy. We show that T-DM1 is particularly effective in eliciting antitumor immunity in patients with early breast cancer (WSG-ADAPT trial) and in a HER2 ...
Trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1) renders HER2 + breast cancer highly susceptible to CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade
Although gold returns were good, inflation or inflation expectations appeared not to be prominent drivers – as suggested by our short-term gold returns model (Chart 3).[5] Chart 3: Recent ...
Beyond CPI: Gold as a strategic inflation hedge
Since June 2, they have a 5.30 ERA (sixth-worst in the league), albeit with a 4.28 FIP (14th-ranked) that suggests some positive regression ... is a readily-apparent model for the Yankees to ...
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